PERFORMANCE - DEMO - TUTORIAL

AUDIOFANZINE VIDEOS SERVICE
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WHY USE VIDEOS?
Increase your sales!
Seeing the video of a product increases
purchases by 85%.*
Attract new prospects!
80% consumers would rather watch a product
video than read some text.**
Reach people everywhere, anytime!
60% videos are watched on mobile devices.***
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* Source : Business2community•

** Source : Animoto•

*** Source : YouTube

VIDEOS IN ENGLISH…
…AND IN FRENCH!
A customer will always be more receptive when
addressed in their own language.
And because 4 out of 5 French people don’t speak
ﬂuent English, while France is the third global
computer music and electronic instrument market,
we are glad to oﬀer videos in both French and
English.
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OUR STRENGTHS
With 2.4 million unique users each month (of which
1.3 from France), Bordas Media is the #1 Frenchspeaking media in the audio and music instrument
business. For this reason, our team has been
supporting the industry leaders for 20 years.

« In 2019, creating premium content is still a time-consuming task for a
business company. This is the reason why I welcome the emerging of
“video brand contents” on Audiofanzine.com in order to add journalistic
standards to market expectations. »

Aurélien Pichod - Native Instruments France’s Marketing Manager
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THREE TYPES OF VIDEOS
Performance

Demo

Tutorial

Your product is showcased in a

We highlight the main features

A specialist details some of your

music performance.

and usability of the product.

product features.

€500 to €900 for one video
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PERFORMANCE
The video performance doesn’t include any
speech and is intended for international use. It
can easily be publicized.
Goals: Inducing customers to buy, making them
dream...
Content: Our expert plays or produces an
engaging music using the product, surrounded
with gold standard gear which will bring it out.
Duration: 3 to 5 mn
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DEMO
The demo video features the product design,
ergonomics and operation, and makes it more
accessible to potential buyers.
Goals: launching a product, stimulating sales of an
older product, increasing sales…
Content: highlighting the qualities and features of
the product, with tips included (with voice or
subtitles).
Duration: 5 to 15 mn
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TUTORIAL
Video tutorials demonstrate potential buyers that the
product is easy to use and show your brand’s
commitment to customer support.
Goals: increasing current users’ satisfaction, attracting
new potential buyers and reducing your customer
support.
Content: our expert details some of your product
features through one or more videos (with voice or
subtitles).
Duration: about 5 minutes per video
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OUR PRODUCT EXPERTS
Arthur specializes in electronic instruments
and computer music, with a strong
preference for electro and sound design.
Simon has expertise in DJing and computer
music, and hip hop is what makes his cap
spin.
Gaëtan is skilled in DJing and modular
synthesis, and electronic music makes his
heart pulse.

EXPOSURE
The best video won’t be of any help if it’s not widely
spread out there.
Your video will be displayed on the Audiofanzine
homepage for several days.
A news item announcing the availability of your video
will then be publicized in the weekly editorial
newsletter.
A teaser will be posted on our Facebook and
Instagram pages.
Your video will be featured on our YouTube channel
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
Our video content oﬀering can be included in a
global communication strategy which adapts to
your agenda.
Thus, you can use a Performance video for product
teasing, a Demo video when launching and Tutorials
to ﬁnalize orders and engage the community.
Of course, such content can be coupled with Bordas
Media’s promotion assets, either on its websites
(news items, reviews, banners, layouts,
newsletters…) or beyond (YouTube, Adwords,
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter…).
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CONTACT US
For further information, please contact Julien Georges
jgeorges@audiofanzine.net
+33 6 37 89 85 76

